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MEDIOEVO LATINO
Bibliographical Bulletin of European Culture
from Boethius to Erasmus (VI-XV centuries)

This well known annual bibliography in print form,
bringing together the preceding year’s research in
medieval studies, is the result of systematic and
exhaustive culling of monographs, journals, and bul-
letins concerning medieval Latin culture, in particu-
lar, and medieval culture and history, in general.The
bulletin, which at the moment catalogs more than
250,000 bibliographic entries, in large part abstracts
of content (distinguishing it from other bibliogra-
phies), has been published in hard copy since 1980,
becoming over the years a point of reference for
scholars of the Middle Ages. A sophisticated search
engine makes it possible to do simple and advanced
searching throughout the entire database, which is
continually revised and updated.

BISLAM
Bibliotheca Scriptorum Latinorum Medii recen-
tiorisque Aevi

This project, now ten years old, consists of the most
complete repertory of medieval Latin authors. The
aim, in fact, is to cover the period in which Western
European literature was produced exclusively, or in
large measure, in Latin, but also, in keeping with the
choices made for «Medioevo latino», to extend into the
early Renaissance including a considerably larger
number of authors than existing repertories. At the
moment, BISLAM contains more than 15,000 names
(with more than 80,000 variants of these).The reper-
tory consists of a list of different names by which the
authors were and are known, in addition to identifica-
tion and bibliographic information.

CALMA
Compendium Auctorum Latinorum Medii Aevi
(500-1500)

This bibliographic repertory, begun in 2000, contains at
the moment more than 3,000 entries on medieval
Latin authors from the 6th to the 16th century and gives
the canon of their works with essential information on
the manuscripts in which they were passed down and rel-
evant bibliography. For each author the repertory pro-
vides: an entry containing general bibliography, with the
citation of specialized repertories, national and interna-
tional reference lexicons, general manuals, and various
studies on single authors and a list of their works, includ-
ing those of uncertain authenticity (indicating for each
the reference repertory or repertories, edition or edi-
tions, manuscripts, and specific studies).

In addition to the above, the following prestigious journals
published by Edizioni del Galluzzo are also available online:

Documenti e studi sulla tradizione filosofica
medievale (I.1, 1990 – )
An International Journal on the Philosophical Tradition
from Late Antiquity to the Late Middle Ages

Filologia mediolatina (I, 1994 – )
Studies in Medieval Latin Texts and their Transmission 

Hagiographica (I, 1994 – )
Journal of Hagiography and Biography

Iconographica (I, 2002 – )
Journal of Medieval and Modern Iconography

Itineraria (I, 2001 – )
Travel Accounts and Knowledge of the World from
Antquity to the Renaissance 

Micrologus (I, 1993 – )
Nature, Sciences and Medieval Societies

Stilistica e metrica italiana (I, 2001 – )

«I am particularly pleased to present MIRABILE, the «Archivio Integrato del Medioevo Latino (AIML)» to
the world of medieval studies, containing the extensive databases of medieval studies resulting from collabo-
ration between the Società Internazionale per lo Studio del Medioevo Latino (SISMEL) and the Fondazione
Ezio Franceschini (FEF) and their journals published by SISMEL · Edizioni del Galluzzo.
The MIRABILE databases – MEDIOEVO LATINO, BISLAM e CALMA – create an information system
of considerable dimension, making available an extensive, comprehensive bibliographic repertory, the only
authority list in existence of Medieval Latin authors, including the first issues of an authoritative encyclopedia
of Medieval authors.
MIRABILE offers an enormous amount of information, collected over thirty years of research by interna-
tional specialists in attentive and accurate evaluation and editing of data, in keeping with the tradition of
Medioevo latino. Directed over these years by Claudio Leonardi, the project will issue periodical revisions with
the idea of continuously expanding an integrated, digital archive, an open and flexible system such that new
projects can continually be incorporated».

Agostino Paravicini Bagliani
President

Società Internazionale per lo Studio del Medioevo Latino

SISMEL has decided to take advantage of the tools offered by new technologies to make its collection of
repertories and journals available online:

M I R A B I L E
ARCHIVIO DIGITALE DELLA CULTURA LATINA MEDIEVALE

DIGITAL ARCHIVES FOR MEDIEVAL LATIN CULTURE

SISMEL
Edizioni del Galluzzo

www.sismel.it

Società Internazionale
per lo Studio del Medioevo Latino
www.sismelfirenze.it
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The first search phase is free, even for non-subscribers. In the case of repertories, you may find out the number of search
results and their location. For journals, you are given, in addition, a record for each search result which includes an abstract
of the article in question.

A repertory search may be simple or advanced, by author,
position, religious order, sex, literary genre, time period,
scholar, title, publisher, date of publication, collection,
anonymous text, subject, place, or full text.

A journal search may be simple or advanced by scholar,
title, subject, or full text, and may also be extended, in
many cases, to the content of the given article.

Results in «MEDIOEVO LATINO»

Results in «BISLAM»

Results in «CALMA»

Results in «online journals»

The site is available in Italian and in English.
A demo describing the function and various options of the system is available for viewing on the site.

For technical information, please email: support@mirabileweb.it 
For commercial information: info@mirabileweb.it

REPERTORIES

Individual subscribers may access by user name and password. Institutional subscribers may access by electronic
authentication. For the latter, standard licenses (up to 3 users at a time) and wide licenses (unlimited number of users
at a time) are available.All data are periodically revised and updated.

JOURNALS

Subscriptions are available for individuals and institutions (also with standard and wide licenses).All users may sub-
scribe to online access only or to the print + online formula. Institutional subscriptions are annual and include all
back issues available online from the last published issue. Individual subscribers may also buy single articles.

Special offers are reserved for active subscribers to the print repertories or journals.
For costs and types of subscriptions, please consult the price list on the site www.mirabileweb.it 
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